In two papers [6; 7], Hurwitz dealt with unbounded coverings of compact Riemann surfaces Y. He was able to determine the number of ("geometrically") different coverings in case all resp. all but one ramified points of Y split in a single point of order two and points of order one. In the present paper we take up this question and ask for upper and lower bounds of the number of different unbounded coverings of Y which have a prescribed ramification type. In case the degree of the covering (= number of sheets) equals n we find a lower bound that is very roughly (n\)2e+r~3 and an upper bound that is very roughly (n!)2e+r_1 where gis the genus of the compact Riemann surface Y and r is the number of ramified points of Y. The tools used in getting these estimates are some results on permutation groups like:
In two papers [6; 7] , Hurwitz dealt with unbounded coverings of compact Riemann surfaces Y. He was able to determine the number of ("geometrically") different coverings in case all resp. all but one ramified points of Y split in a single point of order two and points of order one. In the present paper we take up this question and ask for upper and lower bounds of the number of different unbounded coverings of Y which have a prescribed ramification type. In case the degree of the covering (= number of sheets) equals n we find a lower bound that is very roughly (n\)2e+r~3 and an upper bound that is very roughly (n!)2e+r_1 where gis the genus of the compact Riemann surface Y and r is the number of ramified points of Y. The tools used in getting these estimates are some results on permutation groups like:
(i) Every element of the alternating group A" of n elements is a commutator.
(ii) Let n 7^ 4 and let a be an element of the symmetric group S" of n elements that is not the identity. IfaeA" ($ An), then every element of A" (S") can be written as a product of at most n conjugates of a.
(iii) Given an element of S" that is not the identity. Then there is another element of S" which, together with the first one, generates Sn.
The second part of the paper deals with extensions of algebraic function fields of one variable whose local splitting is prescribed. It is clear that nonisomorphic field extensions correspond to different unbounded coverings, but different unbounded coverings may belong to isomorphic field extensions. Therefore, an upper bound for the number of different unbounded coverings (with prescribed ramification type) is also an upper bound for the number of nonisomorphic field extensions (with prescribed local splitting). Surprisingly, it turns out that the above mentioned lower bound (concerning coverings) also serves in general as a lower bound for the number of nonisomorphic field extensions. This result is of some interest in connection with a potential class field theory of arbitrary ramified field extensions. In the third part, we determine completely the algebraic Received by the editors August 1, 1961 and, in revised form, April 10, 1962. structure of those extensions of the ring 7(7) of all holomorphic functions on a noncompact Riemann surface Y which are defined by an unbounded covering of y of finite degree; those extensions are characterized by being integrally closed, having no zero divisors, and being free /(Y)-modules of finite rank.
1. Some result on permutation groups. Let £ be a set and denote by SE the set of bijective mappings of E onto itself equipped with the usual composition of mappings. SE is called the symmetric group of E. In case £ is a finite set consisting of n elements we write also S" instead of SE. Every permutation a of £, i.e., element of SE, determines a partition 7t(a) of £ whose elements are the orbits of the cyclic group generated by a. We order the elements of an orbit as follows: (-,a(x),x,a-1(x),
•••), provided the orbit is infinite, and (a"_1(x), -,x), provided the orbit contains exactly n elements. These objects may be viewed as injective mappings of the ordered set of integers resp. the ordered set (1,2, -,n) into E. After having identified two mappings of (1,2, -,n) into £ if and only if one is the composition of the other one and a cyclic permutation of (1,2, -, n), we speak of cycles in £. Then each element of SE determines a set of mutually disjoint cycles in £ such that every element of £ is contained in some cycle. This establishes a bijective correspondence between SE and the family of such sets of cycles. Defining for two such sets of cycles the product in the obvious way we get a group that is isomorphic to SE and which also shall be denoted by SE.
Given a partition n of £ we denote by qkin), k = 1,2,-, K0, the cardinality of the set of those elements of n which contain exactly k elements. Later on we have to use frequently the well-known fact that two permutations a and ß are conjugate to each other if and only if for every k the equation at(jt(a)) = qkiniß)) holds. Denoting by JV(7t) (or Niqtin), q2in), •••) the cardinality for the set of all permutations a of £ for which qkinia)) = qkin) holds for every k, we get Proposition 1.1. // card£ = n < X0, then (1) **'*'"°"n{*-ft»W *■*•••)• //card£=K0, then Niqy,q2,---) equals 1 resp. K0 depending on whether (2) £{gt|fc=l,2,-,K0} =0or ¿0. (a) Suppose cardF = « < K0. Then [S£, SE] is the alternating group An. An element of Sn belongs to A" if and only if it can be written as product of an arbitrary number of cycles of odd lengths and an even number of cycles of even lengths, all of which are mutually disjoint. Using (4) for the cycles of odd length and the two formulas (3) alternately for the cycles of even length we see that the given element in A" can be written as a product of two permutations, each of which is the product of the same number of mutually disjoint transpositions. Two such permutations are conjugate to each other. In addition a permutation of this last type equals its inverse. Therefore, the given element is a commutator.
(b) Suppose cardF Sï X0. Again every element of SE is the product of (possibly infinitely many) mutually disjoint cycles. If at least one of these cycles is infinite or else if there are infinitely many cycles of length Ï; 2, then we apply to each cycle (3), (4), or (5) respectively and show as in (a) that this product is a commutator. If the element in discussion is the product of only finitely many finite cycles, we proceed like that: the cycles of odd lengths are taken care of by (4) , while pairs of cycles of even lengths are being treated by (3); so it remains to be shown that a single cycle of even length is a commutator. Without loss of generality we may restrict ourselves to the case E = {1,2,3, •••} and the cycle (1,2,-,2fc) . Denoting (2k + 1, -,Ak)(Ak + 1,-,6k)-by ß we see that ß and (\,---,2k)ß are conjugate which shows again that (1,-,2k) is a commutator. Proposition 1.3. Every element in An can be written as a commutator in at most «!p(«)(3) different ways; the minimal number q(n) of ways in which an arbitrary element of A" can be written as a commutator fulfills the inequality (4) 
Proof. oxo~1x~1 = a is equivalent to the statement: t is conjugate to ax. Now suppose x is conjugate to ax. Then it is easy to see that the number of ct's for which oxo'1 = ax holds, equals Hence the number of times a can be written as commutator equals Z{n{fc,k<TJ-g*(T)!|k== 1»2,-}|t conjugate to at}.
This number is not greater than Z{F[{fc<"'(r)-^W!|fc = l,2,-}|tGSn}
according to Proposition 1.1. Obviously, this number is reached in case a = 1.
In order to get a lower bound, we proceed as follows. We write the permutation a as a product of mutually disjoint cycles. Assume that there are exactly fc cycles of odd lengths kx, •••,** respectively, 2/ cycles of even lengths Xy, •■■, X2l respectively, and m fixed elements. Thus we have n = ¡q 4-••• 4-Kk + Xy + -+X2, + m. A repeated application of the formulas (3) and (4) shows that a can be written as x'x" where x' as well as x" is the product of
mutually disjoint transpositions. Hence x' -ax"a~ and a = ax"o~lx"~1 for a suitable choice of a. As shown above there are \\{kqkU")-qk(x")\ | fc = 1,2, •••} = (fc 4-2/ + m)\(\(n -fc -2/ -m))!2(""*~2'-m)/2 different <r's for which x' = ax"a'1 holds. In order to find a lower bound for q(n) we consider the function/(i) = (n -2í)!í !2' where 0 ^ t ^ \(n -1). It is easy to check that the quotient f(t)f~ 1(t 4-1) is bigger than 1 for 0 ^ t < {-(n -J(n + 1)) and smaller than 1 for \(n -^J(n 4-1)) < í = \(n -1). Therefore/(i) restricted to the integers in 0 ^ t ^ i(n -1) assumes its minimum for
Proposition 1.4. Let nj=4 and let a be a permutation that is different from the identity. If ae A"(a $ A"), then every element of A" (Sn) can be written as a product of at most n conjugates of a.
Proof. The statement can be checked immediately for n = 2 and n = 3. Hence we may assume n ^ 5. Let a contain at least one cycle of length ^ 3. Then there are two conjugates of a whose product is (1,2,3) : If a contains a cycle of length 3, say (1,3,2), then replace the remaining cycles in a by their inverses; the product of this conjugate of a with a is evidently (1, 2, 3) . If a contains a cycle of length fc 2:4, say (1,2, -,fc)-1, then replace this cycle in a by (1, 3 ,2,4,5,-.-,fc) and the remaining cycles by their inverses; again the product of this conjugate of a with a itself is (1,2,3) as to be seen from the formula (1,2,3)-(1,3,2,4,5, .
•,fc)(l,2,3,-..,fc)-1.
[May Furthermore, we have (6) (l,2,3)(l,4,5)-il,2k,2k + l) = (l,2,3,-,2/c + l) and (7) (1,2, -,2k + l)(2fe + 1,2/c + 2, -,2/) = (l,2,-,2fc)(2fc + l,-,2/). Now let ß e A" and write it as a product of mutually disjoint cycles. Assume that the cycles of odd length have lengths Ku-,Kk, while the cycles of even length have lengths Xy,---,X2I. (6) and (7) show that ß can be written as product of at most (8) HKy + -+Kk+Xy + --+X2l)
conjugates of (1, 2, 3) . Because this number is obviously not greater that n/2, we can now write ß as a product of not more than n conjugates of a. In case neither a nor ß is an element of An we can find a suitable conjugate a' of a so that a'~1ßeAn leaves at least one element fixed. Then, however, the corresponding sum (8) is smaller than n. The above argument implies that a'-1/? can be written as a product of less than n conjugates of a, which proves the statement for a's subject to the restriction of the beginning of the proof.
Now let a = (1,2)(3,4) -(2fc -1,2/c) and 2k < n. Then we have (1,2)(3,4) -(2fe -3,2/c -2)(2fe -1,2/c + 1) = (2fe -l,2fc,2fc + 1) and again the argument from before carries through.
If n = 2fe and a = (1,2)(3,4) -(n -l,n), recall that the hypothesis n ^ 5 in this case means n ^ 6. It can be checked directly that the statement of Proposition 1.4 holds for n = 6 and the above choice of a. Hence we may assume n ^ 8.
The formula (1,2)(3,4)(1,3)(2,4) = (J,4)(2,3) shows that each product of an even number of disjoint transpositions is the product of two suitable conjugates of a. Using again (3) and (4) we find that each element ß in A" can be written as the product of two permutations ßy and ß2 each of which is the product of the same number of mutually disjoint transpositions. Hence ß is the product of at most 6 conjugates of a : if ßy (as well as ß2) consists of an even number of mutually disjoint transpositions, then both ßy and ß2 can be written as the product of at most two conjugates of a, according to our last remark; if ßy (as well as ß2) is the product of an odd number of mutually disjoint transpositions, then we pair a transposition of ßy with a disjoint one of ß2 in order to write ß as a product of three permutations each of which is the product of an even number of mutually disjoint transpositions; applying our last argument once more we find that this ß can be written as product of at most 6 conjugates of a. If neither a nor ß are in An, then a-1/? is in An and can be written as product of at most 6 conjugates of a. Hence ß itself can be written as product of at most 7 conjugates of a. Because we have n ^ 8 in this case, the required statement is proved.
It may be remarked that Proposition 1.4 fails for n = 4: the element (1,2)(3,4) and its conjugates are the only ones for which the statement does not hold. Proposition 1.5. Let a e S" be a permutation which is different from the identity, and, in case n = A, is not conjugate to (1,2) (3, 4) . Let H be any transitive subgroup of S". Then there is an element ß that is the product of not more than [(« + 3)/2] conjugates of a such that the subgroup (H,ß} generated by H and ß is primitive.
Proof. There is nothing to prove for « = 2 and n = 3. The case « = 4 can be checked immediately. Therefore we may assume « ^ 5. Suppose that a contains at least one cycle of length 2; 3. If « = 1(4), then the cycle/? = (1, -,(n-fT)/2) is the product of at most (n -l)/2 conjugates of a as to be taken from (6) . If <//,/}> were not primitive, let M be a domain of impritivity. M cannot contain a digit of ß as well as a digit not appearing in /? because then M would have to contain all digits of ß which is impossible. Hence every domain of imprimitivity is either a subset of {1,-,(« + l)/2} or else has no digits in common with this set. Thus (« + l)/2 as well as (« -l)/2 are multiples of the cardinality of M. The g.c.d. of these two numbers being 1 implies now that M consists of only one element, that is <(#,/?)> is primitive. In case n = 0 (4) the cycle ß = (1, -,n/2 + 1) has the required property as to be seen similarly. If n = 2 (4), ß = (1, •••, n/2 + 2) fulfills the requirements of the proposition. In case n = 3 (4) we choose ß = (\,-,(n + V)/2) ((« + 2)/2, (« + 3)/2) which is the product of not more than (n + 3)/2 conjugates of a as we see from (6) and (7). Again a domain of imprimitivity M cannot contain a digit ^ (n + l)/2 as well as a digit > (« + 3)/2. Moreover M cannot contain the digits (« + 2)/2, (n + 3)/2 together with a digit 5j (n + l)/2 : in this case M would consist of all digits iS (n + 3)/2 which is impossible. However, if M contains only one of the digits (n + 2)/2 and (n + 3)/2 and some digit ^ (n + l)/2, then M contains exactly ((« + l)/4) + 1 digits ^ (« + 3)/2; therefore there are two domains of imprimitivity that cover the set {1, ••-,(« + 3)/2} which implies that ((« + l)/2) + 1 has to be a divisor of (« -3)/2 (= the number of digits > (n + 3)/2). But this is impossible except for « = 11 in which case nothing has to be proved anyway. Consequently, every domain of imprimitivity is either contained in the set {1, •••,(« + l)/2} or has no point in common with this set. From this we derive a contradiction in a similar way as before. Finally, we have to discuss the case where a is the product of mutually disjoint cycles of length 2. is the product of 4 conjugates of a and fulfills the claim of the proposition. In case n= 4 (8) every element of S" is the product of not more than 6 conjugates of a as was shown in the proof of Proposition 1.4. Hence an appropriate element ß in S" can be found which fulfills the statement.
It may be remarked, that in case n = 4 and a is not conjugate to (1,2) (3,4) we need only the product of at most two conjugates of a in order to satisfy the claim of Proposition 1.5. Theorem 1.6. Given any element a in Sn, n > 2, {resp. A", n > 3), there is an element in Sn iAn) which together with a generates Sn iAn).
Proof (5) . Let a be an element of Sn that is not the identity. Without loss of generality we may assume that the cycle decomposition of a is U0,+ h-ly)ily + l,-,l2)-ilr-y + l,-,lr)
where l0 = 0. Let us first deal with the case S" and n odd. Then we see for n = 3 that (1,2) and (1,2,3) generate S3. Therefore we may assume n ^ 5. In this case let Wy and w2 he disjoint cycles of length (n + l)/2 resp. (n -l)/2 and choose Wy in such a way that it contains the digits l0 + \,---,lr-y 4-1, but not all digits of a. Then it is obvious that a and ß = WyW2 generate a transitive permutation group <a,/?>. (n + l)/2 and (n -l)/2 are integers that are relatively prime. Therefore we can find integers a and b such that 1 + ain + l)/2) = fe((n -l)/2). Denoting this number by k we see that ßk= WyW2 = Wy, wherefore Wy belongs to <a,/?>. In order to show that <a,/?> is a primitive group, assume that M is a domain of imprimitivity. Then M cannot contain a digit belonging to Wy and at the same time a digit not belonging to w2, because in this case all digits of Wy would have to be in M. Therefore the cardinality of M is a divisor of both (n + l)/2 and (n -l)/2, and hence equals 1. The primitive group <a,/?> contains a cyclic subgroup, generated by w¡, that keeps (n -l)/2 digits fixed. Hence a well known result on finite permutation groups [2, p. 207, Theorem I] states that <a,/T> contains the alternating group An (note that (n + l)/2<fn for n ^ 5). But ß is not an element of A" and thus <a,/?> = Sn.
If n = 0 (2) and if we choose corresponding cycles Wy and w2 of lengths n/2 + 1 and n/2 -1 (in case n = 0 (4)) resp. n/2 + 2 and n/2 -2 (in case n = 2 (4)), we end up with the corresponding result for An (the cases which have to be checked separately are n = 4, = 6, and = 10). In order to finish the case of the alternating group for n being odd, we choose in the same way as before cycles wx and vv2 of lengths (n + l)/2 and (n -3)/2 (in case (n + l)/2 = 1 (2)) resp. (n + 3)/2 and (n -5)/2 (in case (n + l)/2 = 0 (2)) ; here we have only one exceptional case, namely n = 1. What remains to be treated is the case of S" for n being even. Still the old method works in case a is not an element of An. Otherwise we proceed like that: corresponding to whether n/2 4-1 = 1 (2) or n/2 4-1 = 0 (2) we construct Wy as a cycle of length n/2 4-lresp. n/2 4-2 containing only the digits 1, ly 4-1, ■■•,lr-14-1 in this order, and digits ^ q + 1, choose w2 as a cycle of length n/2 -3 resp. n/2 -6 which contains at least one (but not all) of the remaining digits ^ q and is disjoint from wx, and put the remaining two resp. four digits into a cycle w3. That construction is possible because aeA" implies q -r^.2. Then ß = WyW2w3 has the property that <<*,/?> is a transitive permutation group. Again we find a positive integer fc so that fc is = 0 (2) resp. = 0 (4) and fulfills l + «0+l) = *(f-3) = fcresp. l4-a^4-2) = ^-6)=fc with suitably chosen integers a and b. Therefore we get ßk = wfw^wkand we can continue as before. This finishes the proof of the theorem except in the exceptional cases mentioned above, in which the statement of the theorem can be verified directly. Proposition 1.7. Given a set E that is finite or countably infinite. Then there is a transitive subgroup H of SE generated by two elements such that the centralizer of H consists of the identity only.
Proof. For finite sets E the statement is an easy consequence of Theorem 1.6. In case E is countably infinite, let E be the set of integers. Denote by a the cycle (-,-1,0,1, •••)• Suppose the permutation a commutes with a. Then a has to be invariant under transformation by a which implies that a cannot contain a cycle of finite length. If a contains the infinite cycle (•••,a,b, •••) then this cycle does not change as we add b -a to every entry. Hence it is of the form (••■,a -m,a,a 4-m,a + 2m, ■■•) which implies that a is a suitable power of a. However, such a power of a that is not ths identity doss not commute with any ß that leaves only the positive integers fixed and permutes the negative integers arbitrarily.
Given a pair (a,ß) of elements of SE we call every pair of the form (aaa '1,aßa~1) conjugate to the first one. Furthermore, the pair (a,ß) will be called ample if the subgroup <a, /?> generated by a and ß fulfills the statement of Proposition 1.7. Then we get the Corollary.
Given a set E that is finite or countably infinite and has cardinality ^ 3. Then there is a set of mutually not conjugate ample pairs of elements in SE whose cardinality is greater or equal to p(n) (if card E = n < K0) resp. card SE (if card E = K0).
Proof. In case n = 3, we see that the pairs ((1,2), (1,3)), ((1,2), (1,2,3)) and ((1,2,3), (1,2)) fulfill the requirements. However, for n ^ 4, we choose in every conjugacy class of elements of S" that does not contain the identity an element a and construct to it an element ß with <a,/?> = S" (cf. Theorem 1.6). That gives already p(n) -1 mutually not conjugate pairs that are ample. Now take an element a of An that is not the identity and find ß such that <a,/?> = A". Then we have a pair which is ample and not conjugate to any of the previous pairs. In case cardF = K0, we take the statement of the corollary from the proof ofProposition 1.7. holds. This means that p* is an antihomomorphism. We have that p* is uniquely determined by the covering p:X -> Y and the ramification set. Choosing a standard set £ with card£ = card£* and a bijective mapping £# ->£, gives rise to an antihomomorphism p:rci(Y -Y0,y%) -* SE. Because we may use any bijective mapping £* -> £, p is well determined only up to an inner automorphism of SE. p is usually called the monodromy of p : X -y Y. Obviously, the class of p does not depend on the choice of y^e Y-Y0.
Considering all coverings of Y with ramification set Y0 that fulfill card £".
(6) I shall denote the closed unit interval 0 2a / ¿j 1.
(7) (j), and <p2 being paths, c/u c/>2 denotes the path/ -> f(2/),0^ ? ^ l/2,and/-+(/>2(2r-l) 1/2 g / g 1. =card £ we find that a class (modulo inner automorphisms) of antihomomorphisms p :nyiY-Y0,y)-+SE determines an unbounded covering p:X-> Y up to fiber preserving isomorphisms (i.e., bijective mappings /: X -» X' of the total spaces of two coverings p:X -» Y, p' :X' -*Y with p = p' °/): this has been proved in [7; 12] for the case Yo = 0 (the finiteness condition in the proof are unnecessary) whence we have a fiber preserving isomorphism over Y -Y0; but such an isomorphism is easily seen to be extendable to an isomorphism over Y itself.
Furthermore, we*see that the number of orbits of pinyiY -To'-V*)) on F has the cardinality of the set of connected components of X. In particular, X is connected if and only if pinyiY-Y0,yJ) acts transitively on £.
Y0 having no cluster points in Y implies that for each point y0 e Y0 there is a simply connected (open) neighborhood F with Vn Y0 ={y0}-Evidently, p~1 ( V) consists of connected components each of which is mapped properly onto V by p; thus for each such component U¡ the cardinality of the corresponding set Fi=P~1(yo*)r>Ui, y0*eV-{yo}, « finite-Choosing a path (pyo from y* to y0if and a path \jiyo in V-y0 based in y0^ whose homotopy class generates ni(V -{yo}iyo*)> we find that every orbit of the cyclic group generated by pi4>yoi¡iyQ4>~yo) is finite ; those orbits correspond in a bijective fashion to the connected components U¡ and the cardinality of such an orbit equals the cardinality of the corresponding set £,. Therefore y0 together with <¡>ya defines a partition nyo,<t>y0 °f P into finite subsets. For two such partitions corresponding to paths <pyo resp. tj>yo there is a permutation of £ that carries the first partition into the second one. Hence y0 determines a class (up to permutations) nyo of partitions. nyo set is called the local ramification type.
Suppose there is given a connected Riemann surface Y, a subset Y0 of Y that has no cluster points in Y, and a set £ with card £ ^ K0. We attach to each point y0 e Y0 a local ramification type nyo of cardinality card £ and ask for the cardinality of the set of fiber-isomorphy classes of unbounded and connected coverings p :X -> Y with ramification set Y0 whose local ramification type is the prescribed one for every point y0 e Y0. Without loss of generality we may assume that none of the local ramification types nyo is trivial, i.e., none of the partitions of nyo is the trivial partition. Summing up the previous statements we get Proposition 2.1 (c/. [6] ). The set of fiber-isomorphy classes of unbounded and connected coverings p:X-> Y with prescribed essential ramification set Y0 and prescribed local ramification types nyo, y0 e Y0, is in a bijective relation with the set of classes of antihomomorphisms p :nyiY-Y0,y%)-> SE fulfilling (1) for each point y0 e Y0 and (j}yo,\j/yo chosen as above, the local ramification type ny0ify equals the given one, nyo, (2) pinyiY-Y0,y^.)) acts transitively on E.
In order to determine the cardinality of the set of classes of antihomomorphisms fulfilling (1) and (2) of Proposition 2.1 we write down a suitable system of gen- In case Yis not compact, the fundamental group iiy(Y-Y0, y*) is a free group (cf. [1] ) and there is a free system of generators of rty(Y-Y0,y*) consisting of the homotopy classes of ^""Aj,,,^1, yo e Y0, and a free system of generators of ny(Y,y*).
If Yis not compact and if the rank of ni(Y,ylf) is greater or equal to two, then the above free system of generators contains at least two elements that are not homotopy classes of closed curves (py^^tpy1 ,y0e Y0. In order to have an antihomomorphism p that fulfills the requirements of Proposition 2.1 we prescribe on those two elements as values the components of an ample pair choose as value on the homotopy classes of <t}yo^yo<l>y0l any permutation that gives rise to the prescribed local ramification, and assign to the remaining elements in our system of generators arbitrary values. For every given ample pair we get a bijective correspondence between antihomomorphisms defined in this way (and not only classes of antihomomorphisms) and certain fiber-isomorphy classes of coverings p:X-» Y. Denoting by p(cardE) the cardinality of SE if card E = X0 we take from the corollary of Proposition 1.7 that there are at least as many as picardE)• (cards^y-'CM*.*»-*. n{M«w)| J>o 6 ^o} possibilities for different choices of p which are mutually inequivalent modulo inner automorphisms and which fulfill the requirements of Proposition 2.1. On the other hand, the cardinality of all possible p's is not greater than (cardS£rnk('"(1^))-n{M«J | yo 6 T0}.
It is obvious that the latter estimate is still good in case Y is not compact, but simply resp. doubly connected. Summing up we have Proof. Denoting the homotopy class of (py^fyi<P~y^ by y y we fix piy/) once and forever, yet in such a way that it represents the prescribed local ramification type, and assign to the generator coming from nyiY,y*) a permutation that forms an ample pair with piy/). Then we see that regardless what values of p we prescribe on the remaining generators we get an antihomomorphism fulfilling the requirements of Proposition 2.1. Obviously, different choices of the values of p, subject to the restrictions mentioned, give rise to non-fiber-isomorphic coverings. Hence we get the estimate stated in the corollary.
Corollary
2. Hypotheses as in Proposition 2.2. Additional hypotheses rank(rc^y.y,,)) = 0 and card£ = n < X0. Let kp, p -1,2, -, be the biggest integer k for which qk{nyp) # 0 and denote qkpinyp) by pp. If (10) £{/c"-l|p=l,-,r0}^n-l (8) then there are at least i.nj(-t,)U^i)|p-1,.,ro).nW«,>)|p-r0H.l,..} non-fiber-isomorphic unbounded coverings of Y which have connected total space, ramification set Y0, and whose local ramification types are the given ones.
Proof. Setting k0 = 0 we choose for p(yp), p = 1, ■ • •, r0 such a product of pairwise disjoint cycles one of which is (fc0H-1-kp+l-p + 2, -,/c0+ •••+ kp-p + l) that piyp) presents the prescribed local ramification. These cycles generate already by themselves a transitive permutation group. Therefore, we may choose any (8) This condition is certainly fulfilled if Y0 contains at least n -1 elements.
[May values of p on the remaining generators in order to get an antihomomorphism fulfilling the requirements of Proposition 2.1. Because there are not more than « ! antihomomorphisms in any conjugacy class, we have the estimate of the corollary.
Easy examples show that the condition (10) cannot be sharpened. In case card£ = K0 and rank(7i1(Y,y+)) = 1 one always gets coverings whose total space is connected and whose local ramification types are the given ones. If card£ = X0 and if rank(n^Y^^)) = 0 then there are again such coverings provided the essential ramification set Y0 is infinite ; however, if the ramification set is finite, then there are examples of local ramification types that cannot be realized by a covering with connected total space. Now we shall deal with compact Riemann surfaces Y. From (9) we take thate (9') nWvp)|p = U-,t} = U{rtä1MT1ti«.)Kß.)\° = h-,g}.
The right-hand side of (9') is an element of the commutator subgroup of SE. Hence a necessary condition for the existence of a covering with the required properties will be the existence of permutations p(yp),p= 1, -,r, which give the assigned partitions ny and fulfill
On account of Proposition 1.2 this condition is empty in case card £ = K0. In case card£< X0, (11) is equivalent to (11') Z{Z{(fe-l)«t(jt,p)|fc = l,2,..}|p==l,-,r} = 0 mod2.
As it turns out, (11') is "in general" also sufficient for the existence of coverings with connected total space and the prescribed local ramifications. non-fiber-isomorphic coverings of Y with the required properties whose total space is connected. In case card£= K0 and g 5:2, there are K0 non-fiberisomorphic covering spaces of Y with the required properties whose total space is connected.
Proof. We get an upper bound by assigning to each yp, p = 1,-,r-1, a permutation p(yp) which defines the desired partition np, and an arbitrary permutation to each element of the set ax,ßx,---,ag_x,ßg^x.
The values on the remaining two generators, ag and ßg, have to be adjusted so that (9') is fulfilled. According to Proposition 1.3 we have at most n \p(n) possibilities for the values of p(ag) and p(ßg). After prescribing p(yr) within its class we get an upper bound for the number of non-fiber-isomorphic coverings by counting the different possibilities to choose the values of p on the set of generators in the way described above. In case r = 0 we may fix the value of p on one of the generators coming from Tty(Y,yjf), say ax; that leaves p(n) possibilities for p(ax). The rest works out as in the case r 2: 1. The lower bound can be found this way. Again we choose appropriate values for p(yp), p = 1,-,r-1, arbitrary values for p(ax), ■■■,p(ag_x), Aßur-^fißg-i)-Furthermore, we fix a permutation p(yr) representing the given local ramification type at yr and determine p(ßg-x) in such a way that p(yr) and p(ßg-1) form an ample pair. Then we choose for p(ag) and p(ßg) any permutations such that (9') is fulfilled. Obviously, different choices for p within the limitations described give rise to non-fiber-isomorphic coverings with connected total space. That proves the validity of the lower bound for r 5: 1, provided n 5: 3. The case n = 2 can be handled directly.
In a corresponding way one gets the lower bound in case r = 0. The case card £ = K0 can be worked out in a similar fashion and is left to the reader. In case Y is a compact Riemann surface of genus g^l, then cardF = K0 does not seem to admit sufficiently general and yet smooth results on the existence of a connected covering space with prescribed local ramification.
HELMUT RÖHRL
[May Corollary 2. Hypotheses and notations as in Proposition 2.3 and Corollary 2 of Proposition 2.2. Additional hypotheses g = 0 and card£ = n < K0. In case n = 4, assume that each ramification type np, p = 1,-,r, fulfills q2inp) -2 and that r Ï; 3 holds; then there are exactly 3r_1 non-fiber-isomorphic coverings of Y with Y0 as ramification set whose total space is connected and which have the prescribed local ramificationi9). In any other case assume that among the prescribed local ramification types there are some, say ny,---,nro with £{/cp-l|p=l,-,r0}^n-l and that among the remaining local ramification types nro+y,---,nr there are n equals ones, say nro+1, -, nro+"i10). then there are at least i,n { (n-kp)lkpPpNinp) ¡p = lt.,.>ro|n W,j|p = ro + n + l, ..,r} non-fiber-isomorphic covering spaces of Y with Y0 as ramification set whose total space is connected and which have the prescribed local ramification types.
Proof. The proof of the general case of this corollary makes use of Proposition 1.4 and ideas that have been carried out before. The special case (n = 4, q2inp) = 2) can be discussed directly. Details are left to the reader.
It is obvious that in any given special situation the results of the first section give much sharper estimates than the ones stated in the propositions and corollaries of this section. For instance, let us discuss the case where Y is a compact Riemann surface of genus 0, card £ = 3, and for each local ramification type np,p = 1, -,r, the relation q3inp) = 1 holds. The only permutations n in S3 for which q3in) = 1 holds are (1,2,3) and (1,3,2). Hence an antihomomorphism is characterized by assigning +1 or -1 to each one of the r points of Y0. If we assign + 1 to p points and -1 to q points (where p + a = r), then equation (11' ) is always fulfilled and we have (12) p = 2rmod3.
Hence there is always a covering of Y with connected total space and the prescribed local ramification. As the position of the p elements + 1 does not affect (12), the number of non-fiber-isomorphic coverings of Y with connected total space and the prescribed local ramification types equals 1 {(<*'♦ a)!'-*1-"} where (r > = 2r -3[2r/3] is the smallest negative rest of 2r mod 3. The number of these coverings equals roughly f, 2r. Other examples can be found in [6] and [7] and articles referred to in these papers. In [6] the case where Y is a compact Riemann surface of genus 0 and qk(np) = 0 for each p and each k ^ 2 is discussed completely.
3. Field extensions of algebraic function fields of one variable. Let K be a field of algebraic functions of one variable over the complex number field. We want to investigate the number of nonisomorphic (in the sense of algebra) field extensions L^ K with given degree [L: K] = « < N0 and prescribed ramification. The latter means that we fix a finite number of places Qx, -, Qr in K and require that 0) on '">Qr are the only places which split in the extension L 2iC,
(ii) Qp,p = 1, ■•-, r, splits into T,{'LkPfp)\X = l,--,qkp}\k = l,---} where qkp ^ 0 are given integers fulfilling H{kqkp \ k = 1, ••■} = n.
Without loss of generality we may assume that for every p the inequality T{kqkp\k = 2,---}^0 holds.
K can be regarded as the field of meromorphic functions on some compact Riemann surface Y (which is supposed to be fixed). If we take any compact connected Riemann surface X whose field of meromorphic functions is isomorphic to L, then each element of L which generates L over K maps X holomorphically onto Y. The resulting unbounded covering p :X -*Y has degree n and essential ramification set {yx,---,yT} where yp,p = 1, -,r, corresponds canonically to Qp. The ramification type np of p : X -y Y in yp is the one given by the set of integers qip,q2p,---. Obviously, nonisomorphic field extensions define non-fiber-isomorphic coverings p : X -> Y of degree «, essential ramification set {yi,---,yr}, and local ramification types np with qk(np) = qkp, k -1,2, • • •, p = 1, • • •,r. On the other hand, an unbounded covering p:X -> Y with those properties defines a field extension L 2 K which has the required properties. But non-fiber-isomorphic coverings may very well give isomorphic field extensions. Therefore we have to find a criterion which tells us that the function field belonging to non-fiber-isomorphic coverings are not isomorphic.
Suppose p :X -y Y and p' : X' -» Y are unbounded coverings of Y of degree «, let the essential ramification set Ye of both coverings be {yx, ■■•,yr}, and let the antihomomorphism to which the coverings belong be p resp. p'. We say that the ramification points yx, •••,y, are in general position if the only biholomorphic mapping of Yonto itself that leaves the set {yx,---,yr} invariant is the identityi11). Suppose there is a biholomorphic mapping <p : X -» X'. It is possible to realize Y as an unbounded covering q : Y-* S2 of the Riemannian sphere which has degree g + 1, g being the genus of Y. In addition we may assume that ¿7_1(oo) consists only of one point. Consequently, f = q°p'°(j> is a meromorphic function on X that has order (g + V)n. This amounts to saying that the monodromy group p(ity(Y -Y0,y*)) is imprimitive. Consequently, if we started out with coverings whose monodromy group is primitive we would have that the degree of Q(w) equals 1. That would mean that for every yeY the set p~x(y) is mapped by/into one point of S2. Hence p' ° <p maps p~ x(y) into a set whose image under q consists of one point. We claim that p' °<j>(p1 (y)) itself consists of one point for every yeY. If this is not the case, we would find a point yeY for which p'°t¡)(p~1(y)) contains at least two points, py and y2. Choose a meromorphic function q on Y that has a pole of order g 4-1 in y y and is holomorphic outside of yt. Then q : Y-* S2 is an unbounded covering and the previous argument is still valid. Therefore q(p' °<£(p_1 (y))) = f(p~1(y)) must not contain more than one point, which contradicts the hypothesis q(y~y) =£ q(y2).
The fact that for each y e Y the set p' °<pip~1iy)) consists of one point makes it possible to define a mapping tj>0 : Y-* Y having the property that p'°tp -tp0op. Obviously, tf>o is uniquely determined by this relation, p' ° <p being holomorphic implies now that 4>0 too is a holomorphic mapping (cf. [15] ). tp0 is even a biholomorphic mapping. Otherwise there would be two different points y y and y2 in Y with (froiyy) -^0(^2). Without loss of generality we may assume that neither y y nor y2 is a ramification point of p : X -» Y Hence the bijective mapping <p would establish an injective mapping of the set p~1iyy){Jp~1(y2) consisting of 2n points into the set p'_1(^0(Ji)) containing only n points, which is impossible. We claim furthermore that </>0 maps the set {yy,---,yr} into itself. The points yy,---,yr being ramification points for both, p :X -» Y and p' : X' -+ Y, are characterized by the property that the cardinality of p~1iyp) (and of p'_1(yp)) is smaller than n. Because <j> is a bijective mapping, the cardinality of <pip~ iyp)) cannot exceed the cardinality of p~1 i<j>0iyp)). Therefore we have <¡>0~1iY0) £ Y0. Consequently, (¡>0iY0) = Y0 on account of 4>o being bijective. If we assume in addition that the points of Y0 are in general position, then </>0 must be the identity mapping. Now suppose that g ^ 2 and that piyr) = p'iyr) and pißg-y) -p'ißg-y) form an ample pair. We want to show that under these circumstances p = p'. In order to prove this, let n he the permutation for which <j>{x/) = x'n(v) where P~1(y*) = {x%,---,xH} and p'_1(.y*) = {x'¡,---,x'n}. For any element ö of 71^Y -Y0,y*) and for any integer v, 1 z% v S n, we can find an element n = n(<5,v) in the subgroup generated by ßg_y and yr such that the permutation p(<5)p(n) leaves v invariant. Therefore, the path nö lifted into the point xv = p~1iy*) is a closed path <5. Hence c/> (5) is again a closed path in X' which lies above nö and is based in x'Mv). Thus both, p(<5)p(n) and îT1 p'iö)p\n)n map v into the same integer. That holds for every v, 1 z% v 1% n, whence p = n~1p'n. Yet, p'(/^-i) and p'Ov) form an ample pair wherefore n must be the identity.
In the proof of Proposition 2.3 the lower bound for the number of non-fiberisomorphic covering spaces with connected total space and prescribed local ramification type was gotten (in case g 2: 2) by constructing certain covering spaces for which pijr) was fixed within its conjugacy class and pißg-y) chosen in such a way that it formed an ample pair with p(yr), while the values of p on the remaining generators could be chosen arbitrarily, yet subject to the condition that (9') was fulfilled. The ample pairs we used then were the ones taken from the corollary of Proposition 1.6 which insures that the monodromy group of the covering space is primitive. Therefore, the previous argument shows that all these non-fiber-isomorphic coverings define nonisomorphic field extensions provided the above mentioned requirements concerning the points Qp are fulfilled. Therefore we get Theorem 3.1. Let K be an algebraic function field of one variable over the complex number field and assume that the genus g of K is bigger than or equal to2. Let Qy, •••,Qr be places in K that are in general position and assign to each Qp, p = 1, -,r, a inontrivial) ramification typenp. If every subset Y0n of {Qy,--,Qr} that has r-n elements fulfills the conditioni12) The proof of this theorem assumed tacitly « ^ 3. However, a direct calculation shows that this estimate is still valid for « = 2. In addition it may be remarked that an upper bound for the number of nonisomorphic field extensions with the desired properties can be taken immediately from Proposition 2.3.
The cases g = 0 and g = 1 are more difficult to handle. The reason is that we may not have enough primitive monodromy groups among the ones which are available for constructing the required covering spaces. Still there is an easy case, namely « being prime. Then the monodromy group is primitive under any circumstances, whence we get U[("-k'VifNi"'>lP='.--,ra)nmn,)\p = r0 + n + l...,r}.
Again, upper bounds can be taken from the corollaries of Proposition 2.3.
Proof. In either case we assume that the values of p(yx), ■•■,p(yro) are for both coverings, p:X -y Y and p' : X' -> Y, chosen as in the proof of Corollary 2 of Proposition 2.2. Then we see as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 that isomorphy of the function fields implies p = n~^p'n, wherefore the method of obtaining lower bounds in Corollaries 1 and 2 of Proposition 2.3 leads to the lower bounds given in this corollary.
A consequence of the proof of Corollary 1 of Theorem 3.1 is that in the example discussed at the end of §2 non-fiber-isomorphic coverings always define nonisomorphic field extensions. The same is true for the case discussed in (7) provided (notation as in (7) so that their product has the property claimed in Proposition 1.5. Now we may proceed as before in order to obtain the estimates stated in the corollary. In case n = 4 we again assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, except gf^l. Provided at least one ramification type is not conjugate to (1,2) (3,4) , then the estimates of our last corollary still hold (they could even be improved slightly). However, if all ramification types are conjugate to (1,2) (3,4), we take from the proof of Theorem 3.1 that the polynomial ß(w) which is annihilated by /has degree 2 and leading coefficient 1; its coefficients being elements of X(Y) are of degree 2 resp. 4 and its discriminant is of order 4. If the monodromy is now chosen in such a way that two different elements of Klein's Vierergruppe turn up in every set of ramification types belonging to Y04 at least five times, then the [May discriminant of the above polynomial must vanish identically (this condition can certainly be fulfilled if r 2: 20). This in turn implies that / annihilates a linear polynomial over K(Y), and we may continue as in the previous cases. By means of this observation one can again find lower bounds for the number of nonisomorphic field extensions; for instance S1""20-^!/^!)3 is such a lower bound.
It is quite obvious that the corresponding questions concerning noncompact Riemann surfaces and their fields of meromorphic functions is much harder to deal with. Proof. In [8; 11; 12] for a compact Riemann surface Y and an unbounded covering p : X -* Y of degree n a holomorphic fiber bundle of rank n, p*(l) -> Y, is constructed so that there is a natural bijective correspondence between the set of holomorphic (meromorphic) sections over an open subset U of Y and the set of holomorphic (meromorphic) functions on p-1(CJ). The same construction can be carried out in case Y is not compact. The principal bundle associated with p(l)* is holomorphically trivial [4; 11] . That, together with the construction of p*(l), implies that there are n holomorphic functions on X which form an /(Y)-basis of IiX) (cf. [12] ). The fact that IiX) has no zero divisors is equivalent to the hypothesis that X is connected. The statement that IiX) is integrally closed follows trivially from the fact that the ring of convergent power series is integrally closed. Now to the second part of Theorem 4.2. The field of meromorphic functions on Y is known to be the field of quotients of /(Y) (cf. [3] ). Let us denote the field of quotients of A by F. Clearly we have an injective homomorphism KiY) s F that extends the inclusion /(Y) ç A. Therefore we may assume that KiY) z F in such a way that this inclusion preserves the inclusion /(Y) si (as usual a ring without zero divisors is considered as a subring of its field of quotients). Again, F is a free K(Y)-module of dimension n: F is certainly a finite field extension of KiY) and therefore it is an immediate consequence of [9, Satz 74] that an /(Y)-basis of A serves also as a /C(Y)-basis of F. Now we choose a generating element of F over KiY). It annihilates an irreducible polynomial over KiY) of degree n that has leading coefficient 1. This polynomial defines in the usual way an unbounded covering p : X -» Y so that we have an isomorphism j0:F-> KiX) whose restriction to KiY) equals p*. j0iA) is a subring of KiX) and, denoting the restriction of j0 to A by j, we have the commutative diagram
We want to get information on jiA). Firstly we claim that jiA) ç IiX). Otherwise there would be an element a e A for which j'(a) has a pole, say of order m (m ¡ä 1). Then a", q = 1,2, -, would have an image jiaq) that has a pole of order mq. But this contradicts the hypothesis that A is a finitely generated /(Y)-module. The fact that F is the field of quotients of A and that j0 is an isomorphism implies that KiX) is the field of quotients of j(A). In order to show that jiA) = IiX)
we choose n elements, ay,---,an, in A which constitute an /(Y)-basis of A. A = J(aiX ••■>/« =/(«n) being holomorphic functions on X define global sections Sy, -,s" in the bundle p+(l). Denoting by p"(l) the bundle associated with p*(l) which has the space of all complex n x n matrices as fiber (on which GL(n,C) operates by right multiplication) the sections Sy,---,s" define a nonsingular holomorphic section o in p£(l). If we can prove that this section a is nowhere singular, then a actually is a section in the principal bundle associated with p*(l). Hence /i> "">/n would form an /(Y)-basis of I(X) which would imply j(A) = I(X).
From the construction of p*(l) as described in (12) we take that the section in pl(l) defined by slt ■•■,sn is nonsingular in ye Y if and only if the following condition is fulfilled:
Let p~1(y) = {xy,---,x"} and xß, p = \,---,m, be a ramification point of order /" (hence ly + ■■■ + l", = n), then the determinant A(y) whose entries are the n branches of/j, ••-,/" has exact order ?H{lß(lß-l)|/í = 1, -,m} =■ to(y) in y.
Because a is a nonsingular holomorphic section in p"(l), A(y) has an order 2: to(y) for every point yeY. In order to show that we actually have equality, let v be any point in Y. Then there are holomorphic functions fXß on X, p = 1, -, m, X = 0, -,/,,-1, which have a power series development SPßtp + tp + ■■■ in xpep~1(y) where tp is a local uniformizer in xp; the existence of such functions is well known [3] . Every one of these functions is integral over j(A) because it annihilates a polynomial of degree n over I(Y) with leading coefficient 1. Moreover each function fXß belongs to K(X) which was the quotient field of j(A). A being integrally closed implies therefore fXß ej(A). For j(A) is generated as an /(l')-module by fx,---,f" there are holomorphic functions hXXß,---,h"XßeI(Y) with f;.K = lhXßfx + ---+ h"Xßfn, p= 1,-,m, X = 0,-,lß-1.
Therefore,Uhe determinant D having the branches of the fXß as entries must have an order in y which is greater or equal than the order of to(y). On the other hand, the order of D can easily be calculated: it equals to(y).Consequently, the order of A(y) cannot be bigger than to(y), and therefore equals to(y). The remaining claim of Theorem 4.2, namely, that p : X -* Y is uniquely determined up to a fiber isomorphism, follows now immediately. If p' :X' -> Yis another covering with the required properties, then a well-known theorem (13) on homomorphisms of rings of holomorphic functions states the existence of a biholomorphic mapping f:X->X' such that /* =j ~1°j' holds where/ denotes the isomorphism I(X')-*A described in Theorem 4.2./* leaves I(Y) invariant. In order to see that/maps every set f1 (y) onto the set p'~1(y), take a holomorphic function h in Y that vanishes only in y (cf. [3] ). The equation f*(h) = h means n°p'°/= h°p. Because h vanishes only in y, the last equation implies f(p~1(y)) = p'~1(y). Hence/is a fiber mapping.
From Theorem 4.2 and (13) one derives at once in the same way is uniquely determined up to a fiber isomorphism.
Proof. The first part of the theorem follows from the proof of the first part of Theorem 4.2 in case Y0 is not compact. In case Y0 is the Riemannian sphere we pick a point y0 e Y0 -Y. It will be sufficient to show that p"(l) admits a meromorphic section which is holomorphic and nowhere singular over Y0 -{y0}. But that means only the existence of a so-called normal basis of the ideal of meromorphic functions in Y0 which are holomorphic in Y0 -{y0}-The existence of a normal basis is classical, but could also be concluded easily from (11) .
As to the second part of the statement. It is clear that K(Y) is the quotient field of I(Y,Y0) regardless whether Y0 is compact or not: in the first case it is a trivial consequence of the Riemann-Roch theorem, in the latter one it follows [May from (3) . In either case we proceed now as in the proof of the second part of Theorem 4.2. The only thing we have to be sure of is the existence of the functions fXp. In case Y0 is not compact, we use the functions employed in the proof of Theorem 4.2. In case Y0 is compact, the existence of such functions is classical. That amounts to the existence of an unbounded covering p: (X,A!'0)->(Y,Y0) and an isomorphism j:IiX,X0)-> A with the required properties. What remains to be proved is the uniqueness part. Suppose we have two such coverings, p:iX,X0) ->(Y,Y0) and p':iX',X'Q) -+(Y,Y0),, and isomorphisms j and j'. j and j' define an isomorphism \¡i :IiX',X0) -» /(X,X0) which leaves IiY,Y0) invariant. This isomorphism has a unique extension to an isomorphism of KiX') onto KiX) which again shall be denoted by i/f. Next we see that the points of X correspond bijectively to the set of all maximal principal ideals in IiX,X0): this is classical in case Y0 is compact and follows similarly to the analogous statement in (13) . Therefore, there is a bijective mapping f:X-*X' so that for every ae¡iX',X¿) and every xeX the equation a(x) = .//(a) (/(*)) is fulfilled. Because KiX') is the quotient field of IiX',X'0), that equation holds for every function in KiX'). Therefore, the set described in [5] , Theorem A, is not empty and, consequently, there is exactly one holomorphic mapping /o : X0 -* X'o with \j/ = /0* Interchanging X and X' we see that /0 is a biholomorphic mapping which can be checked easily to be a fiber mapping.
Remark. The second part of Theorem 4.3 is true for any compact Riemann surface Y0 as the proof of this part does not use the hypothesis that Y0 is the Riemannian sphere. The first part of Theorem 4.2, however, is valid only for Y0 being a noncompact Riemann surface resp. Y0 being the Riemannian sphere, as can be shown by counter-examples.
5. Final remarks. 1. In §2 we discussed field extensions of algebraic function fields of prescribed degree and prescribed local splitting. From the point of view of field extensions it seems to be perhaps more interesting to look for field extensions which have given degree, a given Galois group, and given splitting groups. It is no restriction to assume that the Galois group is given as a permutation group. In this case the degree of the field extension is given implicitly. Prescribing the splitting groups means now that we prescribe not only the ramification types, but moreover the values of the permutations p(yp). The geometric situation corresponding to this problem is to construct unbounded coverings whose ramification set Y0 as well as the monodromy group (= Galois group of the field extension) and the values of the permutations p(yp) are given. In order to get again estimates on the number of non-fiber-isomorphie coverings resp. nonisomorphic field extensions realizing the given situation we proceed basically in the same way as in §2 and §3, except that we are not free anymore to choose the values p(yp) suitably and the values piaÁ) resp. p(j3A) quite arbitrarily (the latter ones have to be elements of the given Galois group). In the general case, that is the case covered by Proposition 3.2, we have to find a substitute for the use of Proposition 1.3. This substitute is to determine for the given Galois group G the smallest number k(G) such that every element of the commutator subgroup [G,G~¡ of G can be written as product of k(G) commutators in G. In addition we have to find a lower bound qiG) for the number of possibilities in which every element of [G,G] can be written as product of k(G) commutators in G. It may be remarked that /c(G) can assume arbitrarily big values. Furthermore, we have to determine the length /(G) of a minimal system of generators of G and a lower bound piG) for the number of conjugacy classes of systems of generators of length /(G). Again it can be shown that /(G) can assume arbitrarily big values. The methods of §2 show now that there are at least (13) q ( here | G | is the order of G, CiG) the centralizer of G, and NiG) the normalizer of G. In case the Galois group G is primitive, §3 can be carried over to our situation immediately. Hence, under the additional hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 (13) is also a lower bound for the number of nonisomorphic field extensions that have the prescribed ramification set, Galois group, and splitting groups. If G happens to be imprimitive one has to modify the methods of §3 suitably in order to still get reasonable estimates. The details are left to the reader. 2. If we want to apply the methods of this paper to the case of higher dimensional complex spaces we run into serious difficulties. Still, one can see easily that there are only finitely many field extensions of the field of meromorphic functions on a compact complex space whose degree and ramification types are prescribed. But that is all one can expect in the general case for the fundamental group of a compact complex space minus a purely one-codimensional analytic subset can be quite complicated. If in a special situation the fundamental group is known explicitly, the methods developed in this paper lead to reasonable lower and upper bounds for the number of nonisomorphic field extensions with the required properties.
